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The Ragnar Blanket 

An original pattern from Archives and Old Lace 

 

 

Finished Dimensions (approx.): 4 foot X 6 foot  

Materials:  

1,500- 2,000 yards Aran weight yarn (sample uses Wool City Wools undyed Jacobs wool in 

Silver) 

7mm needles 

4 stitch markers 

Yarn needle to weave in ends 

 

Notes 

Charts One and Three are worked over 8 rows and so will be repeated twice for every one 

repeat of the central cable pattern. 

The central cable pattern I used is modified from the wonderful Viking Bag pattern on 

Ravelry.  There are many examples of this woven cable but this is by far the best example. I 

used the big cable from the bag (28 stitches) and then added a purl stitch either side to make 

http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/viking-bag
http://archivesandoldlace.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/wp_20140217_001.jpg
http://archivesandoldlace.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/wp_20140217_006.jpg
http://archivesandoldlace.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/wp_20140217_004.jpg
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an even 30 to allow for a little more space between the cable and the slip-stitch pattern 

panels.  You could use any large cable pattern that you fancy though – just remember to 

adjust the total number of stitches if you do! 

 

Slipped Stitch pattern: 

 Right side: Slip 1, K1, YO, PSSO 

 Wrong side: Purl all stitches 

 

 

 

 

Useful links 

http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/ragnar-blanket  

http://archivesandoldlace.wordpress.com/tutorials/  

 

 

Recipe 

Cast on 196 stitches and work one row as follows – purl 13, pm, knit 70, pm, purl 30, pm, 

Knit 70, pm, purl 13 

This establishes the blocks for your cables and for slip-stitch sections 

Work one row, knitting the knits and purling the purls and turn work ready to begin charts. 

http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/ragnar-blanket
http://archivesandoldlace.wordpress.com/tutorials/
http://archivesandoldlace.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/ragnar.jpg
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Work Chart One over first 13 stitches 

 

Work Slip-Stitch Block one:  *Slip one, Knit One, YO, PSSO* repeat to next marker 

Slip marker, Work Central Cable pattern over next 30 Stitches, Slip marker, 

Work Slip-Stitch Block Two: *Slip one, Knit One, YO, PSSO* repeat to next marker 

Work Chart Three over remaining 13 stitches 

 

Now, it’s a matter of working these 16 rows until you run out of yarn or patience or both. 

http://archivesandoldlace.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/chart-one.gif
http://archivesandoldlace.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/chart-three.gif
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Rune Chart 

Finally, work your rune-chart.   Runes are important.  The Old Norse speakers of Medieval 

Iceland and Scandinavia loved marking things with runes.   Including insult-poles or 

níðstöng   Obviously, when Winters last for months and months, tensions can build up. 

Rather than go and murder your neighbour straight away, it’s best to egg him into attacking 

you by making a níðstöng and setting it up in his front garden. I think of this as medieval 

equivalent of ringing someone’s bell and then hiding in the bushes giggling when the answer 

the door.[1]  Other uses of runes include graffiti, commemorative stones and generally 

telling people who owns what.[2] 

Here are the rune-staves from the Furthark –  

 

 

And my attempts at charting them –  

 

http://archivesandoldlace.wordpress.com/Users/Jane/Documents/archives&amp;oldlace/Ragnar's%20Blanket%20for%20Karl/J%C3%B3na%20ger%C3%B0i%20%C3%BEessa%20fyrir%20Karli%20inni%20Kr%C3%A1ku.docx#_ftn1
http://archivesandoldlace.wordpress.com/Users/Jane/Documents/archives&amp;oldlace/Ragnar's%20Blanket%20for%20Karl/J%C3%B3na%20ger%C3%B0i%20%C3%BEessa%20fyrir%20Karli%20inni%20Kr%C3%A1ku.docx#_ftn2
http://archivesandoldlace.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/futhark.gif
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You might like to write a message on your blanket.  If only to confuse archaeologists in years 

to come.  I wrote  Jóna gerði þessa fyrir Karli inni Kráku or “Jane made this for 

Karl the Crow”. 

Some useful phrases: 

[Knitter’s name] made this = [Knitter’s name] gerði þessa 

[Knitter’s Name] made this for [Name of Receiver] = [Knitter’s Name] gerði þessa fyrir 

[Name of Receiver] 

 

[1] I know that I shouldn’t think of Vikings as a bunch of bold children but I can’t help it. I 

found out they wore mittens.  I can’t shake the image of then dangling on strings out the 

bottom of their sleeves.  I bet their mothers made them bring hankies when they went 

raiding and everything. 

[2] I bet their mammies wrote their names on the inside of their jackets too. If you want to 

find out about the construction of Norse names, check out this post: 

http://www.vikinganswerlady.com/ONNames.shtml 

http://archivesandoldlace.wordpress.com/Users/Jane/Documents/archives&amp;oldlace/Ragnar's%20Blanket%20for%20Karl/J%C3%B3na%20ger%C3%B0i%20%C3%BEessa%20fyrir%20Karli%20inni%20Kr%C3%A1ku.docx#_ftnref1
http://news.msn.com/science-technology/global-warming-reveals-viking-tunic
http://archivesandoldlace.wordpress.com/Users/Jane/Documents/archives&amp;oldlace/Ragnar's%20Blanket%20for%20Karl/J%C3%B3na%20ger%C3%B0i%20%C3%BEessa%20fyrir%20Karli%20inni%20Kr%C3%A1ku.docx#_ftnref2

